
NATO defence ministers focus on
adaptation of the Alliance to counter
modern threats

DEFENCE Secretary Ben Wallace today welcomed NATO’s continued commitment to
its modernisation agenda following a meeting of Defence Ministers, held amid
the coronavirus pandemic.

The crisis prevented ministers meeting in person in Brussels, but continued
as planned via video conferencing, including several bilateral meetings.

Work continues at pace to progress NATO’s agenda to adapt and modernise to
meet the threats of an increasingly unstable world, as agreed at the London
Leaders’ Meeting last December.

Defence Secretary Ben Wallace said:

From the outbreak of Covid-19 to Russia’s new missile capabilities,
the complex threats we face take many forms and derive from
multiple sources.

NATO is rising to meet all of these challenges, by strengthening
its response to the pandemic, pushing forward its ambitious
adaptation agenda agreed last year in London and continuing to
provide essential deterrence and defence in an increasingly
uncertain world.

At this week’s meeting, ministers discussed:

A new deterrence and defence concept for NATO, which sets out a
framework for the Alliance’s military activity in response to threats
across land, air, sea and in the new domains of cyber and space.

NATO’s adaptation to address Russia’s deployment of new intermediate-
range missiles and other new missile capabilities – NATO is responding
to Russia in a balanced and responsible way, including by strengthening
air and missile defences and adapting exercising.

NATO’s nuclear deterrent, including a meeting of the Nuclear Planning
Group to discuss how to ensure the Alliance’s nuclear deterrent remains
safe, secure and effective.
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NATO’s operations and missions around the world, particularly in
Afghanistan and Iraq.

The UK has been integral in championing the Alliance’s collective, balanced
response to new Russian missiles and in strengthening NATO’s deterrence and
defence posture, which is the bedrock of the UK’s defence.

Mr Wallace also praised the progress NATO has made in adapting to today’s
emerging challenges such as hybrid warfare and disruptive technologies.

COVID-19

Ministers were also joined by counterparts from Australia, Finland, Sweden
and the EU’s High Representative for Foreign and Security Policy to discuss
the long-term security implications of COVID-19. Ministers agreed an
operational plan to ensure Allies are ready to support one another through
any further waves of infection, as well as new guidelines to strengthen
Allies’ preparedness and resilience.

Through the NATO Euro Atlantic Disaster Relief Co-ordination Committee
(EADRCC), NATO Allies have helped to deliver hundreds of tonnes of vital aid
where needed. The Defence Secretary recognised the important role the Armed
Forces and NATO have played in the global response to COVID and assured
Allies the UK will continue to support in this effort.

The UK will also make a monetary contribution to a new NATO Pandemic Response
Trust Fund, which will be used to support Allies and partners through
activities such as the purchase of vital equipment, the transportation of
medical personnel and supplies, and the purchase and delivery of other relief
resources.

NATO burden sharing – UK defence investment

In discussions the Defence Secretary underlined that the UK will continue to
meet its 2% GDP defence-spending commitment and our defence budget will grow
by at least 0.5% above inflation in each year of this Government. NATO is
built on a commitment to collective defence and mutual support – a commitment
which is reinforced by countries sharing the burden of defence investment and
meeting the 2% target. Since all Allies pledged to meet the 2% target by 2024
at the Wales Summit in 2014, significant progress has been made. In 2019,
defence spending by non-US Allies increased in real terms by 4.6 per cent –
the fifth consecutive year of growth.

NATO – The bedrock of UK defence

The UK continues to play a leading role in NATO by contributing to operations
across the globe and offering its cutting-edge capabilities to the Alliance:

The UK has around one thousand troops deployed in Estonia and Poland as
part of NATO’s enhanced Forward Presence initiative.



The RAF is contributing this summer to NATO’s Baltic Air Policing
mission, protecting the airspace of our Allies on a 24/7 basis.

The UK also provides significant capacity to NATO current operations,
including in Iraq and Afghanistan, providing training and assistance to
forces in support of sustainable peace settlements.

The UK is the only member to assign all its nuclear forces to the
defence of NATO.

The UK was the first Ally to offer our offensive cyber capability to the
Alliance.

The UK has nearly one thousand personnel serving in the NATO Command
Structures, and we hold the post of the Deputy Supreme Allied Commander
Europe.

The UK has offered a significant contribution to the NATO Readiness
Initiative over land, sea and air. Our nation’s future flagship HMS
Queen Elizabeth and cutting-edge F-35 jets will be at the heart of this
offer.


